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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS PLASTIC

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
The products are formed by selectively fusing layers of powdered material by means of
selective laser melting – using materials with a wide range of properties that have been
specially developed for this process. Optionally, the surfaces can be reﬁned by smoothing,
color inﬁltration or coating.
Large plastic components measuring up to 660 x 360 x 550 mm can be produced in one
single production step.
Individual elements can be added to create assemblies of any desired size.
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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS PLASTIC

Generally speaking, any contour can be manufactured using plastic laser sintering. Undercuts and integral
hinges are not a problem. A very good example is a laser-sintered whistle made from one piece complete
with ball inside.
Threads starting from a size of M10 can be produced, provided that they are constructed in the Z-direction.
This applies to internal and external threads.
Hinges and interlocking moving parts can also be produced. Talk us through your application needs. We would
be delighted to advise you.
If components are too large for our space, we cut the CAD data and glue the components together once they
have been built. The glued seam can be reinforced with glass ﬁber mats.
We manufacture in a thickness of 0.1 or 0.15mm. The minimum wall thickness is about 0.5 mm in Z, or
about 0.7 – 0.8 mm for vertical surfaces.
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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS PLASTIC

Material variety: 10 plastics
What material-related advantages are required? Tensile strength, resistance to breakage, resistance to
high and low temperatures, bending ﬂexibility and light weight? FKM has the right material available
for every demand, including the high-tech polymer PEEK HP3:
PA 12 white

PA 6

PA 12 nature

Alumide®

PA 12 grey

PA Flame Resistant

PA 12 GF

TPU 92A

PA 11

PEEK HP3

Before being processed, every batch of materials undergoes thorough material testing. This ensures
that we meet the exacting demands we place on the quality of every part we make.
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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS PLASTIC
Z
Layered effects on a component
For structural planes with an angle of less
than 20 ° to the X/Y-plane, layers can be

> 20°

clearly discerned on the surface.

Y/X

The steeper the angle, the ﬁner the layers.

Loose connections
0.1 mm spacing for loose connections.
Without gap between male and female
component creates a press ﬁtting.

0,1 mm

Joints
Gap dimensions
for joints:
X/Y/Z: 0.4 mm
0,4 mm
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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS PLASTIC

Powder removal
Residual powder should be removable. This is difﬁcult with long and thin tubes and parts with
complex internal structures. The easier it is to remove the powder, the shorter the wrap-up time.
Tolerances
The tolerances depend on the material used and the component geometry.
In most cases these values can be assumed:
0 – 30 mm: +/-0.2 mm
From 30 – 100 mm: +/-0.3mm
From 100 mm: +/- 0.3 % of the nominal size
Geometry-dependent distortion is possible because laser sintering is a thermal manufacturing process.
Costs
The costs depend on the building height (Z-direction).
(Machine hours and powder consumption)
Reduction of building height:
Components with constructed stacks
with the lowest possible level.
Reducing the volume of construction
Integrated design
Lightweight construction
Force ﬂow optimized construction
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CONSTRUCDTION RECOMMENDATIONS METAL

Selective laser melting (SLM)
Products for virtually all applications are formed by locally binding powdered layers composed of
weldable metal using selective laser melting. Because of the high density of the components,
mechanical surface ﬁnishing or even mirror ﬁnish polishing is possible.
Metal elements measuring up to 250 x 250 x 310 mm or 400 x 800 x 500 mm (Aluminium) can be
manufactured in one manufacturing process.
Large assemblies of any desired size can be manufactured by adding individual elements.
To keep costs as low as possible, depending on their geometric shape, massive components can be built
based on wall thickness (hollowed out). The minimum wall thickness is 0.5 mm for aluminum and direct
metal. For stainless steel, Inconel and tool steel, the minimum thickness is only 0.25 mm.
The minimum wall thickness can vary depending on how complex the component is.
Dimensional and shape tolerances are geometry-dependent. In most cases you can expect +/- 1%
deviation. Fit sizes and threads should in any case be produced by machining.
Just as in the plastics sector, we have a large range of materials at our disposal.
These consist of:
Aluminium AlSi10Mg

Tool steel 1.2709

Inconel 718

Stainless steel 1.4404 or 1.4542

DirectMetal20 (bronze alloy)

Titanium Ti6Al4V

CoCrW alloy (dental usage)
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CONSTRUCDTION RECOMMENDATIONS METAL
Support-free construction
In the metal sector, each component must be attached to a base plate. This ﬁxing is also referred to as a
support. It serves for both heat dissipation and mechanical stabilization. Furthermore, support geometry
is required at locations at which a shape is not melted onto a previous shape (i.e. not into the loose powder
bed), or where the exposed area is very different (>45° or radius >3 mm) from the previous layer. In most
cases, this support is a honeycomb shaped structure with minimal wall thickness that can easily be removed
manually from the outer area of the component. The pictures demonstrate the different ways a component
can be assembled using this process and what impact the direction of the structure has.

X

Z
Y
X

(Simpliﬁed representation)

Y

36°

54°

Z

Unfavourable installation position

(Simpliﬁed representation)

Low-price mounting position

The component (marked in green) has been optimally aligned one time for the process (left illustration) and once
in an inconvenient position for the process (right illustration, rotated by 90 °). The needed support is marked "Grey".
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CONSTRUCDTION RECOMMENDATIONS METAL

Hybrid construction
For hybrid construction, the part to be manufactured is separated into a substructure (hybrid part)
and the actual SLM part.
For tool steel 1.2709, the materials listed below are suitable for the substructure (hybrid part):
1.1730

do not temper or harden!

1.2311

do not temper or harden!

1.2312

do not temper or harden!

1.2343

harden and temper 3 x

1.2709

age harden after laser melting

Using other materials as a substructure could lead to stress cracks, or the SLM part of the hybrid
could become detached. The use of other materials should therefore be clariﬁed in advance with FKM.
The material recommended for usage by FKM is 1.2343 or 1.2709
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FINISHING PROCESS PLASTIC AND METAL

Once the construction process has been completed, we clean all parts by sandblasting. For an
additional cost, we can also ﬁnish your plastic laser components as follows:
paint in a particular colour
varnish in a particular colour
polish ready for coating
make gas or waterproof
barrel ﬁnishing
smoothing
compression blasting
metallic plating
You may also request special re-working such as inserting threads or shape-cutting for all components.
The price depends on various factors including size and quantity. The higher the number, the lower the
price per part. Our quote includes visual and dimensional inspection. We can provide you with a
measurement report upon request.
We can also capture the shape of existing components and convert them into SLT data.
Please contact us if you would like to hear more.
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MACHINERY POOL

The components are produced in our machine park consisting of:
Plastic:
EOS
6x P 3xx
17x P 7xx
1x P 800

Construction volume
300 x 300 x 550 mm
660 x 365 x 550 mm
600 x 300 x 500 mm

3D-Systems
1x HiQ HS

320 x 260 x 400 mm

Farsoon
1x HT251P

200 x 200 x 300 mm

Metal:
EOS
1x M 270
2x M 280
3x M 290
1x M 400-4
ConceptLaser
1x X line 2000R
2x M2 Multilaser
1x M2 cusing
1x Mlab
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Construction volume
250 x 250 x 210 mm
250 x 250 x 310 mm
250 x 250 x 310 mm
400 x 400 x 400 mm
400 x 800 x 500 mm
250 x 250 x 280 mm
250 x 250 x 280 mm
90 x 90 x 80 mm
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MAKING YOU AN OFFER

In order to make you an offer, we ideally require the CAD data. In exceptional cases we can also send
you an estimate based on drawings. We also need to know the quantity you require and which material
you want us to use. The desired delivery date would also be helpful. You can send us this data as follows:
Email: Send your inquiry to info@fkm.email
Odette: We use the transmission system OFTP and OFTP2.
Contact us so that we can share the connection data.
FTP: We would be happy to give you access to our FTP server.
To ﬁnd out more, send an email to info@fkm.mail
Your conﬁdential data will be examined with regard to quality and feasibility.
If you wish, we can sign a conﬁdentiality agreement.
We work with the data format STL, but can also process all standard data formats such as:
PRT
STEP
CATIA
PARASOLID
... other ﬁle formats on request

We will produce the components for you in the best possible position. If necessary, this will be discussed
with you. The position depends on what you want to use the components for. Also, the laser sintering
tolerance must be taken into account. Please let us know about any parts of the component you want us
to pay particular attention to.
Shipping
Delivery within Germany takes place overnight.
You will receive the parts by 12 midday on the following day!
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CONTACT

Plastic Laser Sintering
Frank Dehnert
+49 (0) 6461 75852-10
f.dehnert@fkm.email

Direct Metal Laser Sintering
Dennis Barke
+49 (0) 6461 75852-50
d.barke@fkm.email
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Plastic Laser Sintering
Jens Heim
+49 (0) 6461 75852-40
j.heim@fkm.email
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